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Abstract This paper presents an approach for indexing a large set of videos by considering the dynamic behaviour of local visual features along the sequences. The proposed concept is based on the extraction and the local description of interest points and further on the estimation of their trajectories along the video sequence. Analysing the low-level description obtained allows to highlight trends of behaviour and then to assign a label. Such an indexing approach of the video content has several interesting properties: the lowlevel descriptors provide a rich and compact description, while labels of behaviour provide a generic semantic description of the video content, relevant for video content retrieval. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach for Content-Based Copy Detection (CBCD) on large collections of videos (several hundred hours of videos).



1 Introduction Due to the increasing broadcasting of multimedia contents, CBCD is an essential issue. As opposed to watermarking, CBCD is based on a content-based comparison between the original object and the candidate one. It generally consists of extracting few small pertinent features from the video stream and matching them with a database. Several kinds of techniques have been proposed in the literature for video copy detection: see for example [4, 6, 7]. Towards a semantic description of the video contents. The concept we propose involves the estimation and characterization of trajectories of points of interest along the video sequence. Building trajectories of points in videos is a recent topic for video content indexing. At present, such trajectories are usually analysed for modelling the variability of points along the video and then enhancing their robustness, see for example [3, 11]. In this work, we plan on taking advantage of such trajectories for indexing the behaviour of points of interest. First, the trajectory properties will allow to enrich the local description with a spatial and temporal behaviour of this point ; second, the redundancy of



the local description is reduced. Analysing the trajectories obtained allows to highlight trends of behaviours to assign a label to a local descriptor. The aim is to provide a rich, compact and generic video content description, that allows to define specific labels for selective retrieval. Indexing the video sequence will consist in producing a mid-level description of the video by extracting points of interest, characterizing them with a local description and a trajectory. This description will be used to define labels of point behaviours, and then will provide a high level description of the video sequence, aiming at a semantic description. We believe that exploiting this description while indexing the visual contents of the video sequence will dramatically improve CBCD.



2 Building trajectories of local descriptors Initially proposed for stereo vision purposes, points of interest are sites in an image where the signal takes high frequency in several directions. They provide the most compact representation of the image content by limiting the correlation and redundancy between the detected features. Signatures based on points of interest have been proved to be efficient for CBCD for still images [1] as for video sequences [6]. A recent performance evaluation [10] has shown that the SIFT descriptor [9] performs best for object recognition but we have not used it because it involves a high dimensional features set (128 items for each key point), making it incompatible with several hundred hours of videos (one hour represents 90000 pictures, involving roughly 3 × 106 local descriptors). More recently, points of interest have been extended to spatio-temporal signal [8, 2] but it would be not relevant for building trajectories. Moreover those spatio-temporal points of interest cannot describe all the kinds of information: for example, a motionless points is also a relevant information we would like to keep. Points from the background are not detected by this detector, despite their importance in the description. Therefore, we employed the Harris and Stephens detector [5] associated to a local description of the points  = leading to the following 20 dimensional signatures S
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where the si are 5 dimensional sub-signatures computed at 4 different spatial positions around the interest point. Each si is a differential decomposition of the gray level signal. This defines the feature space SHarris . Such a description is invariant to image translation and affine illumination changes. In order to build the trajectories, tracking methods of points of interest are relevant. Classically, the encountered techniques involve a function cost defined for consecutive frames. Our tracking algorithm is similar to KLT [12]. s1 s2 s3 s4 ||s1 || , ||s2 || , ||s3 || , ||s4 ||



3 Labelling local behaviour In this section, we present the choices we have made for building a high-level description of the set of videos, based on the low-level descriptors presented above. Mean local descriptors. For each trajectory, we take the average of each component of the local descriptors as mean ). As a low-level description of the trajectory (noted S the trajectory is computed from frame to frame, the local signatures may vary along the trajectory. To assess the repmean , we test on a one hour sequence resentativeness of S how many local signatures of the trajectory has a distance mean lower than the matching threshold used during from S the trajectory building and we found 95 % of the points.  mean is relevant for charThis evaluation confirmed that S acterizing a trajectory, as also demonstrated in [3]. Trajectory parameters. A higher level description of the local descriptors presented above can be obtained by exhibiting the geometric and kinematic behaviour of the interest points. To do this, the following trajectory parameters are stored during the indexing step: • Average position along the trajectory: µx , µy ; • Time code of the begin and the end: [tcin , tcout ]; • Variation of the position: [xmin , xmax ], [y min , y max ]. mean proAdded to these characteristics of trajectories, S vides a richer description of the video content. Such a description is generic, because independent of the application considered. Therefore, it is computed only once, whatever the search application considered. At this stage, we call the description the mid-level description of the video content and ST raj the associated feature space. Definition of labels for specialization. From the midlevel description defined above, it is possible to exhibit trends of point behaviours. For example, these categories can be considered: • Moving points / motionless points; • Persistent points / rare points;



• Fast motion / low motion points; This list is one example of categories of trajectories but we can easily imagine much more others. By classifying the local descriptors according to their behaviour, a label of behaviour can be assigned to them. In the current version of this work, the categories of behaviours are simply obtained by a threshold on the parameters defined just above. Unlike the mid-level description, the targeted labels of behaviour strongly depend on the application considered. According to the other descriptions, it is a high-level description, because involving a semantic interpretation of the video, and at the same time it is a specific description of the video content, because relevant for selective video content retrieval. This description is associated with a vote function, that also depends on the application.



4 Evaluation for CBCD The objective of this section is to demonstrate the relevance of our approach. We particularly focus on the richness and compactness of the video content description proposed for a content-based copy detection application.



4.1



Framework of the evaluation



The dataset tested. All the experiments are done on 300 hours of videos randomly taken from the video archive database stored at INA (the french Institut National de l’Audiovisuel). These videos are TV sequences from several kinds of programs (sports event, news show, talk-shows) in Mpeg1 (25 fps). As a reference, we use a proven technique, referenced as ”symmetric”, because the same indexing algorithm is applied to the database and the queries. This technique uses key frames based on the image activity. On those key frames, local description is computed on points of interest. It presents high performance as shown in [6] even on large video database (10 000 hours). We have implemented this technique rather than [4] because the different global descriptions (colour, motion and distribution of intensities) are not enough robust for our specific needs, especially for short sequences. Definition of the queries. One video sequence has been randomly chosen from the 300 hours and then modified with transformations used in post production like crop, zoom, resize. We also add noise and change the contrast and the gamma. The challenge is to find this attacked video in the whole dataset. Our retrieval approach is asymmetric (we do not build trajectories with the candidate sequence) for two reasons: the computational time and the fact that video queries could be portion of videos from the database. Therefore, we use as queries features from SHarris : every p frames, n sub queries are computed. In order to compare,
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4.2



Evaluation with selective labels



The video content is indexed by computing a high level description of the video and the criterion of evaluation is ROC curves that present the recall vs the false alarm rate. By first using all the labels of behaviour, the improvement of our approach for CBCD facing a state of the art technique is clearly shown in the figure 2. As the size of feature space is higher (50.6 descriptors per second of video compared to 16 for the reference technique), this result is not surprising. In a second experiment, particular labels are considered in order to reduce the size of the feature space and to become more selective. It opens the question of knowing what is relevant in a video. The background and the scenes are characteristic for a TV show, but not discriminant whereasthe local motion of objects in the scene is very discriminant, but not typical of a TV show. In order to quantify the compactness of the descriptor spaces created, we define the descriptor rate rdesc as the ratio between the number NSmean of descriptors associated to a specific label and the total number NtotalS of low-level descriptors. The idea is to use together different types of labels to improve CBCD. In order to quantify this improvement we have tested different high-level descriptors (see table 1 for the corresponding rdesc ): • Label 1: Motionless and persistent points (supposed to characterize the background and the TV sets); • Label 2: Moving and persistent points (supposed to describe the motion of moving objects);



Figure 1 illustrates Labels 1 and 2: crosses represent the average position and boxes are the variation of the position (crosses without boxes traduce motionless points).



(a) Label 1



(b) Label 2



Figure 1. Two different labels. Labels



rdesc



Size



Labels



rdesc



Size



All Label 1 Label 2



2.4 % 0.11 % 0.08 %



1984



Label 20 Label 1+2 Label 38



0.68 % 0.19 % 0.20 %



562 157 165



91 66



Table 1. rdesc and size (Mb) for different labels. (Symmetrical technique : 450 Mb).
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we use p = 30 (corresponds to the 0.8 key frames per second of the symmetrical technique) and n = 20. The chosen video lasts 24 minutes (24K sub queries). The false alarm rate is computed by using 3 hours of random videos from a foreign channel (180K sub queries). Algorithm of retrieval. The first step of the retrieval algorithm is to select some potential matches by searching nearest neighbours for each sub queries in the feature space mean ). SHarris (distance between the sub queries and S This search is not discriminant enough, therefore we define a voting function which use a spatio-temporal registration. This registration uses the feature space ST raj to register the sub queries (which are points) into the potential matches (which are trajectories). This voting function is not described here because of lack of place. The method is really fast: the search and the vote are computed in less than 5min for our tests (24min searched in 300h of video).
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Figure 2. ROC curves for different labels. Several interesting observations can be done: • By considering only local descriptors associated to the label ”persist20 ”, we obtain better results (+ 12 % for the same false alarm rate) than with the symmetrical technique, while the feature space generated has roughly the same size (17.5 millions of descriptors).



• Label 20: persistence > 20 (same size than symmetrical index);



• By using labels 1+2 that generate 7.5 millions of descriptors, the ROC curve is better than with the symmetrical technique (17.5 millions of descriptors) .



• Label 38: persistence > 38 (similar rdesc than Label 1+2).



• Labels 1+2 are also better than label ”persist38 ”, while the feature spaces involved have similar size.
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4.3



Discussion



This experiment shows the strength of that video description: the use of trajectories affords a full description of each local descriptor which enhances the robustness of the description. Sivic in [11] uses a similar method for data mining in video sequence: by tracking local descriptions along sequences, he obtains a robust and compact description of objects. Here, we also show that the appropriate combination of several labels involving different and complementary behaviours enhances retrieval. Such a combination provides a more representative description of what is relevant in the video content, while it is more compact. A main advantage of this approach is that all the steps in the process are very flexible. We can have different strategies for building the high-level descriptors and the queries, so we can adapt the system to the needs: for a really precise search with a high granularity, queries would have a very short period. The main problem is that building the low-level index costs a lot in computational time. The system is now 3 times slower than the real time with a standard PC but with no computational optimizations. The main CPU cost is the Harris points of interest detection whereas the building trajectories part is very fast. However, we have to remember that this mid-level description is only done once and then from this first index it is possible to fast generate all the high-level descriptors required for the considered application.



5 Conclusion and perspectives In this paper, we have presented an approach for video content based retrieval, based on the smart description of local descriptors behaviours. Such an indexing approach has several interesting properties: it is generic in the sense that first, it does not suppose any prior knowledge on the video contents ; second as almost all the steps are independent (low-level descriptors computing, tracking and voting), they can be improved, chosen or adapted for the considered application ; and third because the labels of behaviour can be efficiently adapted to the considered application, without having to compute again the mid-level descriptors. Another quality is that the description is richer than the classical approaches encountered: labels provide a high-level description of the spatio-temporal video contents, contributing to reduce the semantic gap inherent in visual descriptors. Finally, we have shown that the approach is more compact. Another potentiality of this indexation is that labels of behaviour allow to define different levels in monitoring TV programs from genericity to specialization of the search. We can either find similar programs or copies by considering different labels or combinations. In a CBCD system, retrieving another weather forecast is clearly a false alarm (see figure 3) but in applications that search collections, it



Figure 3. Similar sequences but not copies. becomes a relevant detection. Similarly, it is possible to search for soap opera shows, news shows and a lot of recurrent TV programs, just by using a short description of videos with selective labels. Future work will consist in an automatic analysis of the mid-level descriptors set, potentially based on nonsupervised classification methods. Another direction could be to exploit the correlation between the global motion of the video and the trajectories or even the correlation between trajectories in order to distinguish object motion from camera motion.
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